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want some more parallels? you can try out parallels desktop 9 for free. as a "bonus", this version of parallels also
supports for linux vms. parallels 9 is a major release and may have some performance problems under windows,

especially on older computers. important: on windows 7, a warning will be generated if native messaging is allowed
to access the mic. on windows 8, no popup will be generated, but native messaging will be allowed to access the mic

without warning if the "allow access to your microphone" checkbox is checked in windows > system > privacy &
security. on windows 7, turning off the "enable microphone access in all apps and websites" setting in the privacy &
security window will allow native messaging to access the mic without any warning. on openjdk javac version 1.7,
you can crosscompile for 1.6 if you use parameters -source and -target, plus provide the rt.jar -file of the target

version (that is, the older one) at compile time. if you actually install the 1.6 jre, you can point to its installation (for
example, /usr/lib/jvm/java-6-openjdk-i386/jre/lib/rt.jar on ubuntu, /usr/jdk/jdk1.6.0_60/jre/lib/rt.jar on sunos

apparently. sorry, i don't know where it is on a windows system). like so: but when i used additional-options --kill with
chromedriver, it got me out of the loop and i got to launch the browser directly. i then received a nice message from

google telling me about an awesome machine called the internets. this is what they said:
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Holds the maximum size (in
bytes) of the off-screen render-

buffer used by the context's
draw-buffer. If the value is 0,
the driver selects a default

value, which is chosen at run-
time based on the system
configuration. The default

value is selected at run time
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based on the system
configuration. This setting can

be useful for non-Windows
systems that do not have per-

process limits on the amount of
memory allocated. Sets the

maximum size (in bytes) of the
off-screen framebuffer. If the
value is 0, the driver selects a
default value, which is chosen

at run-time based on the
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system configuration. The
default value is selected at run

time based on the system
configuration. This setting can

be useful for non-Windows
systems that do not have per-

process limits on the amount of
memory allocated. For greater
performance, use at least as
much memory as the value

indicated by the
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MESA_MAX_SUBROUTING
environment variable, when it
is defined. This option sets the
maximum amount of time (in
milliseconds) the driver will

wait between frames for
rendering progress to update,

as well as the maximum
number of frames before the
driver will yield back to the

application. If this value is 0 or
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no timeout specified, the driver
will wait indefinitely, and yield

back to the application
immediately. This is useful for
debug purposes when testing
the driver and may improve

performance, though for
performance-sensitive

applications, it should be
avoided. For Windows, the

value must be a time span of
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100 milliseconds. For Linux, the
value must be a double-

precision fraction. 5ec8ef588b
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